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Title word cross-reference


-D [2223]. -dimensional [3781]. -history [3420]. -particle [141]. -quartz
[2177]. -symmetric [2138]. -theorem [3726].
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0 [4225, 4038, 4005, 4148, 4130, 4222, 3994, 3957, 1562, 3956, 1844].
0-19-506908-0 [1562]. 0-19-850551-5 [2041]. 0-19-851097-7 [2041].

1 [4137, 4221, 21, 4021, 4044, 4008, 4015, 4205, 4131, 4129, 2701, 11, 4039,
4033, 3187]. 10.00 [834]. 100 [2312, 3171]. 100th [3461]. 105s [291]. 110.00
19th [365]. 1st [2945, 3947, 4061, 4190].

2 [4211, 4030, 32, 4138, 3999, 4048, 4042, 4003, 4150, 4223, 34, 4023, 4136,
[3945, 3989, 3753, 4042, 4186, 2449, 4233]. 25th [3133]. 2nd
[4078, 3318, 2788, 2786, 2667, 2936, 3796, 2927, 4140, 2715, 3124, 4056, 2865,
3116, 2857, 3723, 3609, 4005, 4123, 2320, 2509, 2866, 2995, 3900, 3023, 4183,
2621, 2907, 2639, 2533, 3845, 2845, 3036, 2901, 2806, 2684, 3626, 3280, 3561,
3962, 4081, 4204, 4130, 180, 221, 3323, 3920, 3999, 3377, 3317, 3400, 3553,
3427, 3436, 3668, 3708, 3643, 3783, 3957, 3910, 4090, 4187, 4165, 3510, 2523,
2703, 3401, 4157, 2889, 3832, 2299, 3208, 3768, 3770, 3271, 3430, 3712, 2796,
2873, 2890, 2869, 2971, 4131, 3703, 3842, 4122, 3209, 2997, 3827, 3917, 3949,
4080, 4233, 2436, 2728, 3109]. 2nd [3347, 4144, 3731, 2976, 2511, 3645, 3996,
3995, 4077, 4167, 3138, 2557, 2390, 2701, 3672, 3285, 3528, 2579, 4216, 2422,
2982, 2370, 2665, 2453, 2388, 2475, 2470, 2646, 2663, 2802, 2827, 3134,
3443, 3621, 3667, 3818, 3850, 4004, 3916, 4215, 4175, 2919, 2586].
analytic [2359]. Analytical
[2781, 2757, 3895, 475, 3943, 2623]. Anand [4178]. Anantha [2394].
[4288, 3423]. ancient [3251]. ancillas [3545]. and/or [2864]. Andrea
[3179, 3004, 4146, 2526, 3367, 4208, 2400]. Andreas [2745]. Andrey
[2913]. Andrzej [3350]. Andy [4144]. Angilella [3652]. Angiolo
driving surface [2827]. Angelo [4154, 4208]. Anger [2870]. Antinorma
[3408]. Annibale [3789]. Annick [216]. Anniversary [2238, 3461, 4092].
Annotations [3473]. Annual [391, 137, 97, 158, 180, 221, 289, 341, 308, 26, 98]. anomalous
[781, 2275, 3866]. anomaly [2186]. Answer [2610, 3708]. answers
[1545, 4114, 4080]. ant [1578]. Antarctica [2906, 3113]. antennas
[1356, 3159, 2273, 3367, 3404]. anthrology [3432]. Anthony
[3509, 3097, 4234, 3216, 3528]. anthropic [1408]. anti [2120]. anti-neutrino
[2120]. anticipating [4028]. Antiferromagnetic [943]. antiferromagnetics
[912]. Antihydrogen [2212]. Antikythera [3249]. Antimatter
[1781, 1647, 3981, 122]. antineutrino [122]. antiparticle [4173].
Antiprotonic [1451]. antiquities [2405]. Antiquity [2887, 3044]. Antoine
[2568]. Anton [2827]. Antonello [3179]. Anupam [2978]. anvil [1363]. anything
Aoyama [2657]. Aperiodic [2389]. apertures [1737]. Apollo [2003]. App
[3239]. Apparatus [268, 2463, 2463, 31]. apparent [457]. apple [1834].
Application [1913, 913, 425, 683, 2629, 2953, 3934, 832, 223, 587, 2961, 4095].
Application-driven [3934, 4095]. Applications [2893, 554, 1371, 3371, 798,
2749, 2842, 2836, 3207, 3444, 885, 3165, 2541, 3930, 2394, 4258, 2457, 2566,
2771, 2716, 4227, 2584, 3058, 2517, 3310, 3276, 2924, 2782, 2592, 543, 593,
3766, 2094, 2170, 1340, 1177, 618, 818, 121, 4295, 422, 3638, 298, 4138, 567,
3858, 3557, 3617, 384, 3630, 134, 862, 3768, 2272, 2811, 759, 1099, 1480, 2147,
2454, 4215, 4168, 2883, 3051, 2836, 3038, 2942, 2948, 3408, 2975, 2342, 2791,
2625, 2965, 3280, 3204, 2726, 3003, 3447, 2803, 3084, 2998, 2784, 2943, 2825,
3183, 2607, 3014, 2717, 3059, 2579, 2799, 3082, 3068, 2598, 3767, 3498].
Applications [3619, 3646, 4026, 4158, 3531, 3486, 3665, 56, 3634, 3735, 4070,
3537, 3503, 3814, 3743, 3581, 3775, 3799, 3947, 4234, 2743, 2793, 3872, 3940].
Applied [205, 3493, 150, 175, 3953, 2486, 3747, 3653, 154, 3714, 3961, 3047,
3883, 2523, 3996, 3977, 2488]. Appraised [3071]. Approach
approaches [2604, 2685, 2807, 2431]. appropriate [4173]. April [3063].

Aretxabaleta [3656]. Argand [425]. Argon [3154]. Arich [3645, 3654].
Arkadiusz [3497]. Arnab [2594]. Arnold [2585, 3235, 4224]. Arntzenius [3182].
Argregui [3179]. Arribas [2779]. Arrighi [2319]. arrow [1928, 1835].
Arrows [2843, 3335]. Art [2417, 3520, 1058, 3472, 871, 3945, 820]. Artés [2979].
Astronautics [2889]. Astronomer [2299, 944, 3926]. astronomers [2438, 3773, 3732].
Astronomical [2788, 3435, 1608, 2442, 3039, 3267, 3705, 4112, 1516, 2788, 2504, 4112, 2835].
Astronomy [3472, 2727, 353, 929, 2682, 4114, 4200, 4205, 3243, 2778, 3183, 4125, 3215, 4133, 617, 844, 2439, 1587, 4143, 1551, 1783, 87, 3577, 2519, 3060, 954, 352, 1419, 2169, 1081, 3985, 1661, 1233, 3388, 2450, 2779, 3016, 2871, 2420, 2610, 3564, 3708, 3643, 4040, 3532, 4065, 3655].
Astroparticle [2881, 3593]. astrophotography [892]. Astrophysical [2750, 1351, 3978, 2404, 3858, 3286, 2424]. Astrophysics [2788, 3168, 2457, 2566, 4260, 2884, 2295, 3082, 710, 2252, 1279, 3854, 3824, 2251, 2023, 3926, 1716, 3228, 1734, 2738, 2972, 2415, 2310, 4063, 4714, 3113, 3435, 3438, 3865, 2682, 2594, 3533, 2442, 3621, 3985]. atmospheres [3891].
Asymmetric [788, 800]. asymmetry [4173, 1647]. asymptotic [3954].
asymptotics [3828, 2776]. Athanasios [3666]. Athanassoulia [2467].
Based [3265, 844, 2892, 604, 1276, 4081, 176, 3160, 2381, 4227, 2700, 3782, 3207, 3033].
bases [810]. Basic [3395, 2490, 3446, 2487, 2780, 364, 3953, 3520, 3480, 3895, 
237, 245, 1529, 4122, 2454, 2897, 3072, 3240, 3675, 2769]. Basics
[2927, 2717, 2420, 3494, 3581, 2510]. Basis
[2427, 2409, 3365, 179, 360, 370, 3359, 3525]. Bass [1069, 2931]. Bassi [4154].
Bayesian [3755, 2354, 2215, 3444, 2623]. Bayin [3995]. Be [2057, 1409, 2411, 3839, 4296, 2980, 3525, 530, 4145].
Beale [2676]. Beam [2465, 2146, 1177, 816, 1475, 1503, 924, 768, 1063, 1959, 3350].
Beatriz [2467]. Beautiful [2679]. Beauty
[2279, 1975, 2103, 3462, 1753, 4273, 2894, 3254]. became [2127].
beginners [2386, 2337, 3961, 1708, 1618, 1814, 4055]. beginning
[3909, 2293, 2810, 2355, 2594, 2045, 2442, 2401]. Behaviour
[2433, 1145, 887, 3242]. Behnia [3580]. Bei-Lok [4141].
Bekenstein [2912]. Belair [3196]. Belal [3527, 2521]. Belavin
[3079]. Believing [3968]. Belkin [2975, 2975]. Bell [3730, 2160]. Bellac
[2610]. Ben [4211, 2760, 3645, 3654, 2619]. Ben-Naim [3645, 3654, 2619].
Bénard [1234]. Best [808]. benefits [3252, 2063]. Benign [4289].
Benini [2741]. Benjamin [3374, 2536]. Benkadda [3688]. Bennemann
Berkshire [2952]. Berlin [4059]. Berman [2678]. Bernard
[2459, 875, 3596, 3149, 3604]. Bernath [3631]. Bernevig [3277]. Bernhard
[2121]. Beta [1149, 2606, 1155, 2115]. beta-decay [1155]. Beth [2639, 2720].
Bethe [3346]. Bettini [3317]. Between [3213, 4279, 410, 667, 3857, 125, 407, 640, 3930, 2133, 2765, 2343, 204, 210, 623, 637, 3310, 735, 3654, 4104].
Bevan [3188]. Beverly [3508]. Beyond
[3573, 3033, 3967, 4208, 3644, 4177, 3783, 2322, 2592, 2720, 2804, 2554, 3676, 
2744, 3102, 2767, 2872, 2854, 2631, 2822, 3558, 4058, 3794, 2970]. Bhattacharya
[2850]. Bialek [3080]. Biaxiality [2546]. Biedenharn [2374]. Big
[4123, 3442, 2435, 3283, 3106, 4221, 1708]. Bigi [2586]. Bigio [3565]. Bikas
Binétruy [4064]. Binaries [3067]. binary [1559, 3970, 59, 1512, 3075]. Bing
Condensed [472, 3124, 3279, 2850, 2616, 2472, 2432, 2389, 2349, 2401, 1137, 1402, 1487, 1862, 3491, 3873, 2961, 3557, 1145, 4001, 3060, 1960, 2487, 3718, 3879, 3880, 3836, 4166, 3505, 1414, 2580]. Condensed-Matter [2472].
condition [1745, 3851]. Conditional [3515]. Conditioning [3138].
conditions [1207, 530, 2340, 3242]. Condon [3655].
conductance [1728].
conductor [558, 240, 3230]. conductors [918, 903].
Cone [2465]. Cone-Beam [2465].
Conference [143, 266, 3133, 3412, 156, 144, 3063, 157, 338, 3189, 4159, 2884, 415, 2651, 3012, 2780, 2760, 2750, 2441, 2822, 3039, 3067, 3267, 3348, 554, 51].
conferences [1070]. confined [1606]. Confinement [2465].
Consales [3740]. Consciousness [1630, 2796]. consequences [23, 3689].
Conservation [3402, 2758, 414]. conservatives [1445]. considerations [3159].
Consolì [3997]. Constancy [1175].
Constant [4076, 2095, 632, 469, 712, 2254, 2523]. Constantine [2997].
construction [1495]. Consultants [555]. contact [114]. containing [991, 3889]. Conte [2489, 3052].
Contemporary [110, 2238, 303, 298, 306, 335, 1766, 95, 128, 55, 80, 269, 936, 409, 630, 2605, 185, 1014, 3321, 4153].
Context [4245, 1643, 3690]. Continental [4245, 3078]. Continua [3012, 2780, 2760, 2750, 2441, 2822, 3006, 3267, 3348, 554, 51].
Continuous [3431, 3233, 2971, 4254, 2176]. Continuum [3205, 2095, 3947, 4061, 4178, 2874, 3096]. contraction [1615]. contrast [2362].
conversion [1234, 3413].
correlations [1712, 1691]. Correspondence [2765, 2437, 126, 2481, 3592].
Cosmic-ray
Cosmochemistry
Cosmogenesis
Cosmogonical
Cosmogony
Cosmological
Cosmology
Cosmos
cost
costs
cotton
cottrell
coulomb
council
count
counter
counter-intuitive
counting
coupled
coupling
coupon
course
courses
cousins
covalent
covariant
covering
cowie
cp
Creef
Cremo
Cresci
Creutz
crime
cripps
crisis
cristian
criteria
critical
criticality
critique
cross
cross-disciplinary
cross-section
crossing
crowd
Cru
cRusts
Cryogenic
Cryogenics
Cryptanalysis
cryptography
crystal
Crystalline
crystallization
Crystallographic
crystallography
Crystals
CT
Curiosity
Curmudgeon
Current
Current-Driven
current-carrying
currents
Curriculum
Curry
Curved
Cusano
Cusano
Cutolo
Cuz shadow
D
3699, 2385, 4140, 2334, 3656, 2311, 2471, 2912, 3171, 3383, 4069, 4184, 3744, 3322, 3628, 2696, 2775, 2494, 3620, 3793, 4072, 4097, 2379, 2525, 3457, 2692, 2427, 3145, 3307, 3691, 3589, 2689, 2985, 3166, 3500, 3127, 3094, 2633, 3683, 2419, 3471, 2793, 1562, 2259, 2683, 3032, 2470, 2559, 3021, 4039, 4033, 4023, 4058, 4176, 4215, 2456, 2041, 2779, 3328, 3432.

D. Branes [2786].


disappearance [2359], disaster [763], discharge [1046], discharges [2137],
disciplinary [3782], disciplines [2842, 2352], discontinuous [515], discord [2206],
discotic [1870], discourse [50, 3157], discovered [2735],
discoveries [4028, 2294, 1265, 2321], Discovering [4101, 3676], Discovery [3349, 2986, 1301, 3468, 4135, 2257, 1773, 2574, 3821, 1097, 2258, 3465, 1608, 4065, 2053, 247], Discrete [4254, 4259, 3421, 2153, 3061, 3431, 2517],
discrimination [1935], Discs [2441], Discussing [2864], discussion [261],
dislocation [1290], dislocations [3826, 287, 1211, 3147], Disorder [3139, 2007, 581], disordered [3735, 2942], Dispatches [2519], Dispersion [3218], Dispersive [2659, 1489], display [1099], disposal [1501],
dissipation [3639, 3303], Dissipative [3162, 1140], dissymmetry [470],
distance [1839], Distances [1304, 840, 1731], distant [2013, 1714, 262, 4277, 3876], distributed [3745], Distributing [4126], distribution [368, 3517, 1776, 382], distributions [1080, 2142],
disturbances [574], dited [4058], Ditlevsen [2689], Ditton [334],
Divakaran [3539], diversions [3828], diversity [4150], Divide [3056],
division [264], Djordjevic [4216], Dmitry [3492], DNA [2108, 2101, 2077, 2053, 1544, 3606], do [3698, 4005, 4154, 3034],
Dobrosavljevic [3230], Docktor [4225], docs [3057, 2993, 3016],
documentary [2367], documents [4113], Dodd [4211], Dodelson [3709],
dodging [1858], D’Odorico [2833], Does [3383, 1998, 2097, 2933, 1347, 3982], doi.org [4206], Dokshitzer [2822],
Dollis [89, 277], Domain [748, 3207, 546, 791, 909], domains [943],
Domine [4125], Don [3403, 3258, 3378], Donald [3647, 3588, 3100], Dong [3542], Donges [3531], Donnachie [2366], Donnelly [3754], Donohue [3430], Don’t [4145], Door [2742], doped [1588], Doping [1119, 518, 532],
Doppler [574], Dose [3444, 1444], dosimetry [832], dot [3482], dots [2326, 2014], Double [2606, 2505, 2115, 631, 752, 3778, 3413],
Double-diffusive [3413], Doublet [2966], doubt [4023], Dowling [3239],
Down [4245, 1607, 3822, 3416, 3690], down-conversion [3822], Dr. [3488],
Dr. [1034], drag [2276], drawings [268], dream [1972], dressed [2175],
Dreyer [2340], Drift [4248, 3078, 3640], Driscoll [2749], Drive [2849],
driven [3934, 2179, 3387, 4088, 2628, 4019, 4095], Drives [3164], driving [3563, 3360], drop [1913], droplet [1347, 2423], drum [1627], Drummond [3368], dry [1571], DSIR [127, 168, 213, 220, 264], Dua [2943], dualism [112], duality [3498, 1830, 2961, 3510, 3863], Duan [3489], Dubus [3333],
Duck [3575], Ducloy [2846], Dudley [2725], due [430, 165, 1737], Dufrêne [2834], dull [1409], Dunajski [2544], Duncan [4199, 3791], Dunlop [3066],
Dunn [2668], Dunn [2860], Dunningham [2655], Duppe [3611],
duration [1903], during [1442], Dürr [4154], Durrer [4157, 2929], Dust [3309, 3348, 2469, 2345], Dusty [2652], Dutta [3539], DVD [3276, 3314],
DVD-ROM [3276, 3314], Dwarfs [4090, 1749, 1798], Dwight [3574, 3485],
Dykman [3024], dynamic [3919, 3672], Dynamical [1391, 3340, 2869, 2965, 1474, 3905, 4019, 3967, 2352, 3002, 2315, 2859].
Dynamics [3350, 2786, 2840, 2727, 3373, 4244, 2333, 3366, 3202, 2839, 2821, 2500, 2976, 2416, 3471, 2181, 2184, 1887, 3554, 1422, 1427, 2604, 1994, 3749, 3996, 3933, 651, 2219, 4088, 3707, 3867, 3761, 4168, 1817, 3025, 2561, 2806, 2950, 2997, 2316, 2376, 2540, 2663, 4190, 3742, 3377, 3479, 3366, 2461, 3430, 3482, 3921, 3932]. Dynamo [1768, 684, 403]. Dyson [3918, 3551, 3574, 3412]. Dzevad [2975].

[2927, 2662, 4261, 3006, 2924, 151, 646, 5, 3696, 2339, 861, 3161, 980, 1811, 4087, 4089, 3997, 3590, 2647, 3696, 3458]. experts
[2659, 3206, 2453, 2388, 2590, 2663]. experts/advanced [2388]. Explained
[3071, 2453]. explaining [3731]. explanation [3649]. Exploding [2929].
Exploration [3020, 1974, 482, 1021, 281, 305, 312, 329, 337, 344].
Explorations [412, 435]. explorer [1628]. explores [4172]. Exploring
[2195, 1590, 602, 3206, 3433, 3151, 3270, 3608, 19, 4187, 3114, 2899, 2860, 2608, 4039]. explosion [1657]. explosions [820, 456, 3586, 3075, 3761]. explosive
[459]. exposition [440]. Exposure [3575, 1596]. extending [3731].
Extensions [3311]. external [3482]. extinction [1629]. Extra [3040, 2839].
Extra-Solar [2839]. Extragalactic [752, 3907]. Extraordinary
[3403, 3128, 4275, 4047]. Extrasolar [2476, 3334]. Extraterrestrial
[3195, 3378]. Extreme [3356, 3242, 3242]. extremely [142]. extremes
[2110]. Eye [2943]. eyes [1399, 3615]. Ezawa [2422]. Ezekiel [1191].
Facsimile [3473]. Fact [2548]. Factors [387]. Fact [3913, 2343]. Fadeev
Faist [3146]. Faith [3426, 3636]. Falcioni [2351]. Falkovich [2790]. fall
[1265]. Fallacy [2753]. Fallani [3245]. Fallible [1644]. Falling [1265]. false
[2133, 1171]. Familiarity [3380]. family [1139]. fantasy [3636]. Fantini
[3565]. Far [495, 2272, 582, 602, 3833]. Far-infrared [2272]. Faraday
[2650, 165, 84, 247]. Faria [2681, 2316]. Farr [3264]. Fascination [2371].
Fashion [3636]. Fasolino [3033]. Fast [903, 283, 1594, 887, 2809]. fastest
[4172]. Fatermans [4224]. Father [4278, 3810]. Fathi [2315]. fatigue [428].
Fauchet [2396]. favourite [2034]. Fayyazuddin [3401, 2855]. Fe
[4180, 4180]. Feats [2675]. feature [1629]. features [4149]. Featuring
[2901]. Fedor [2719]. feedback [2235, 2039, 3482]. feet [3492]. Feigelson
Fellows [811]. Femto [3516]. Femto-world [3516]. Femtosecond
[2233, 2924]. Fereira [2409]. Fermi
[4003, 3810, 1057, 4246, 1143, 1855, 4278, 161, 174, 182, 190, 200, 2674].
Fermilab [2356]. Fermion [1817, 1333]. Fernández [2737, 3706]. Fernando
[2648]. ferrite [782]. Ferroelasticiy [1897]. Ferromagnetic
[1459, 2522, 484]. ferromagnetism [1578]. Ferruccio [3584]. Ferry [3451].
Festschrift [1057, 2787]. Few [1863, 2034]. Feynman
[2350, 2864, 1833, 1872, 4275, 2583, 4047]. fi [1243]. Fiber [1191, 2719, 3740].
[2883, 2468, 3577]. Greanya [3496]. Great [2778, 2558, 614, 662, 4222, 3751].
greatest [1916]. Greco [4138]. Greek [3763, 2887]. Green
[3553, 3819, 2647, 3691, 3314, 458]. Greenberg [3656]. greenhouse
[1450, 1703]. Greenstein [3243]. Greenwich [793]. Greer [2463].
Gregersen [3425, 3483]. Gregor [2652, 3276]. Gregory [2790, 2623].
Grémaud [2846]. grenades [2128]. Gribbin [2434]. Gribov [2822].
Gribov-80 [2822]. Grier [4054]. Griffin [2580]. Griffiths
Grossmann [3924]. Ground [844, 604, 3027]. Ground-based [604]. Group
[4243, 3930, 3424, 3310, 2758, 2398, 3758, 3954, 37, 3073, 3625, 4056, 3960,
3959, 4167, 2631]. Group-Theoretical [2398]. Groups
[3382, 446, 1575, 4008, 3409]. Groves [3699]. Growth
[4257, 4262, 1562, 1430, 1411, 584, 848, 1622, 1782, 3626, 1503, 1341, 346, 2082].
growth-point [584]. Grynberg [2686]. Grzegorczyk [3924]. Gubbels
[1232, 2444]. Guichun [3649]. Guide
[2509, 3150, 3105, 2944, 3258, 2635, 4263, 2680, 2807, 2957, 2610, 3164, 3806,
3776, 4120, 4078, 4060, 3868, 3946, 3830, 3458, 2851, 2843, 3955, 4123, 1059,
1510, 1535, 2337, 3961, 2779, 1229, 3793, 3343, 3496, 2302, 3478, 3708, 3577,
3936, 4105, 4187, 3018, 3415, 2299, 2999, 3756, 4218, 2843, 2834, 3991,
1015, 470, 3138, 3870, 2987, 3397, 1588, 2420, 161, 174, 182, 190, 200, 2989,
3076, 3192, 2299, 3127, 2546, 2848, 3804, 3979, 4142, 3959]. guidebook
[3478, 3724]. Guided [2567, 3138, 3929]. Guided-Wave [2567]. Guiding
[2341]. Guido [3935]. Guillaume [3788]. Guitar [2474]. Gulbenkian [42].
[3506]. gyromagnetic [115]. Gyrosopes [340].

H [3806, 2463, 2414, 1459, 1191, 2296, 440, 2828, 3203, 2830, 2858, 2727, 2621,
3412, 1040, 2257, 1083, 2708, 2838, 2988, 3524, 3652, 4072, 4222, 3407, 2601,
4024, 3113, 3553, 3436, 3459, 3705, 3816, 3804, 4042, 4003, 2528, 2372, 2898,
3592, 2539, 2525, 3187, 3717, 2355, 2950, 3246, 2940, 3432, 3049, 3234, 2729,
2818, 2903, 2664, 2295, 2332, 3209, 3094, 3634, 4053, 2393, 2436, 2391, 2782,
3745, 2442, 2530, 2952, 2409, 2451, 3178, 2373, 2663, 2484, 3484, 3675, 3722,
2637, 3761, 2344, 44, 1642]. H.-S [2838]. H.M.S.O [834]. Habitability
[2476, 3897, 3238]. Habitacle [4285, 3134, 3869]. Habitat [3958].
Hackensack [4132, 4167]. Hadron
[2471, 3403, 3442, 2542, 3173, 2183, 3465, 3731, 3594, 1488]. Hadronic [2366].
hadrons [722, 2229]. Hagai [4217, 3266]. Hagar [3431]. Hajja [3315].
Haken [3095]. Hale [3435]. half [1137, 3828, 3797, 2278]. half-century
[1137, 3828]. halide [1271]. halides [991]. Hall [2437, 2422, 1728, 759].
Hamiltonian [2950, 3932]. Hamiltonians [3527]. Hamm [2696].
Hammond [3494]. Han [4068, 3318, 3609, 3108, 2987]. Hancock [3653].

Indistinguishable [2148]. Induced [999, 1008, 1518, 1541, 3728, 3975, 2107, 3548, 2455, 1943, 1969, 2698, 2055, 4216, 2147, 3684, 2296, 2297, 2495, 2692, 2455, 2656, 4245, 2000].


Inhibition [2102]. Initial [1207]. injection [3482]. inner [4054, 274, 3722].

Innocence [4279, 3875]. Innovations [2804]. Inquiries [4237, 3448].


Instantons [2544, 2999]. Institute [145, 554, 4295, 605, 4201, 2322, 4147, 27, 97, 143, 158, 40, 308, 4124, 499, 76].


Insulator [3230, 697, 2209]. Insulators [3277, 1289]. insulin [600].

Integrable [3111, 2444, 3591]. Integral [2291, 2995]. Integrals [3123, 1402, 3527]. Integrated [1193]. Integration [2301, 2998, 2932].

Integrity [950]. Intellect [4282, 2191, 2191]. intelligence [4227, 3195].

Intelligent [2988]. Intelligible [3300]. Intense [2949, 1657, 1198].

Intensifiers [815]. intensity [2220, 1791, 2482]. Interacting [3067, 3598, 3833]. Interaction [3122, 2954, 2048, 790, 895, 3712, 3225].

Interactions [2366, 2703, 2924, 680, 1001, 1515, 626, 1328, 3937, 2974, 3744, 2355].

Interactive [3343]. interdisciplinary [3454, 4219]. interest [4120, 4106, 3318, 3111, 4057, 2809, 2989, 3295, 2851, 2843, 2585, 2471, 2679, 2658, 2600, 2564, 2498, 2857, 2742, 2707, 2770, 3056, 3167, 3195, 3403, 3406, 3462, 4073, 3349, 4113, 2988, 3139, 3192, 3302, 4155, 2906, 3009, 2684, 3177, 4156, 2726, 3219, 3400, 3456, 3477, 3455, 3459, 3131, 3120, 3254, 3253, 3196.

Integrals [3375, 3405, 3270, 3135, 3121, 3363, 3128, 3018, 2691, 3415, 3445, 2435, 3100, 3423, 2916, 2881, 2929, 2933, 2864, 3078, 4115, 2899, 3428, 2753, 3234, 2694, 2796, 3006, 2908, 2877, 447, 2778, 3066, 3002, 2513, 3239, 4208, 2717, 2496, 2608, 2814, 3197, 3225, 3461, 2532, 3048, 3151]. interest [4086, 4171, 3286, 2982, 2645, 2558, 2789, 4109, 2986, 2970, 3001, 3020, 3042, 3215, 3284, 3379, 3300, 2917, 2964, 3378, 3355, 2650, 2610, 2768, 3164, 2990, 2521]. interested

J [3776, 2312, 3211, 3763, 4062, 2781, 2786, 3721, 1191, 3509, 2374, 2491, 3115, 3506, 3796, 2290, 3698, 3699, 2949, 3696, 4038, 2830, 2439, 3710, 3656, 3644, 2311, 3579, 3748, 4045, 4073, 2293, 4100, 2995, 1131, 2708, 3179, 2329, 3102, 2779, 2261, 2504, 2766, 2341, 2342, 2494, 2999, 3650, 3047, 3762, 4052, 2777, 3616, 3809, 4021, 3054, 3407, 4046, 2737, 3057, 2993, 3074, 3552, 3436, 3668, 3708, 3577, 3627, 3754, 3801, 3797, 3994, 4048, 2566, 2816, 2918, 2387, 3551, 3050, 2898, 3121, 2343, 3345, 4150, 2371, 2435, 2354, 3187, 3597, 4007, 2505, 2950, 4112, 4159, 2263, 2269, 2753, 2395]. J [3653, 4200, 4151, 4205, 3819, 3712, 3218, 2713, 2985, 3238, 4019, 56, 2267, 4121, 2295, 2434, 2472, 3521, 3682, 3736, 3795, 4020, 4022, 4054, 2393, 2436, 2391, 2825, 2611, 3704, 2860, 2976, 2418, 2510, 2511, 2725, 2717, 2620, 4095,
Kylstra [2949]. Kyohei [3404]. Kyoto [156, 157].

L [3767, 4078, 899, 4225, 2781, 2926, 2374, 2385, 2386, 2458, 3203, 2966, 4009, 3656, 2955, 2356, 3261, 3412, 3695, 3945, 4073, 3747, 3629, 2766, 3279, 3177, 3755, 4234, 2429, 1507, 4024, 2993, 3588, 3689, 4048, 4015, 2609, 2816, 4187, 2387, 3093, 3429, 2396, 2771, 2524, 3277, 2437, 2435, 2649, 2940, 3653, 2890, 4019, 3272, 2712, 3033, 3718, 2846, 3256, 2607, 2860, 2711, 3064, 3138, 3014, 2401, 2619, 2968, 2822, 3087, 2454, 2590, 2656, 2721, 3001, 4207, 3594, 2650]. L-C [2846]. lab [1823, 3529, 3568, 3740]. Lab-on-fiber [3740].
Lattices [3022, 1241, 1247, 2107, 1831, 2808]. lattices-crystalline [1831].
Launay [3446]. Laureate [3432, 965]. Laurence [2977]. Laurent [3481].
Learning
Leather [213]. leave [2026]. Lebedev [4124]. Lecture
[2875, 2760, 2846, 3772, 131, 1569, 3836, 3491]. lecturer [2398]. Lecturers
[3114, 3043, 4187, 2543, 3064, 2723]. Lectures
[4292, 2082, 3337, 293, 3293, 2895, 3761]. Lederman [2691]. Lee
[2866, 3499, 2930, 2923, 2543, 3911, 397, 169, 186, 2912, 2322, 2297, 2936, 3699,
3561, 2693, 4085, 3398, 3770, 2821, 3045, 4063, 3987]. Lecomte [2907]. Leon
[2954, 2881]. Lesgourgues [3074]. Lesne [2351]. less [1552, 3473]. lesson
[4120, 4078, 4060, 4106, 4057, 4062, 4110, 3480, 3498, 4082, 3509, 3506, 4232,
3491, 3485, 4056, 4055, 4231, 4073, 4123, 4069, 4154, 4177, 4113, 4118, 4061,
2057, 3507, 3499, 3493, 3488, 3502, 4084, 4155, 4072, 4052, 4178, 2191, 4163,
3494, 3496, 3501, 4081, 4156, 4162, 4234, 4085, 4018, 4068, 4119, 3478, 3479,
3477, 4105, 4165, 3492, 3510, 3421, 3497, 3200, 4107, 4157, 3487, 3003, 3511,
4112, 4114, 4115, 4117, 4159, 4161, 4158, 4160, 4186, 4134, 3238, 3500, 4121,
4122, 4054, 4083, 4053, 4080, 4079, 4169, 4170, 4233, 4390, 4376, 4389, 4071,
4070, 4066, 4077, 4166, 4167, 2701, 3482]. Level
[3481, 3483, 3505, 3504, 3465, 4064, 4063, 4171, 4174, 2451, 3508,
4059, 4109, 2894, 3443, 3484, 3475, 3474, 3495, 4058, 4116, 4067, 4172, 4176,
4125, 4175, 4111, 4168, 4869, 2414, 1501, 2301, 2567, 237, 245, 3190, 2528, 2519,
2472, 2487, 3979, 2424, 2423, 3372, 2921, 2312, 2686, 2883, 3122, 3157, 3395,
3318, 3393, 3368, 3025, 3111, 3211, 3333, 3052, 3112, 3199, 3350, 2433, 2463,
2462, 2661, 2502, 2788, 2829, 4211, 4225, 2414, 2781, 2346, 2772, 2809, 2786,
2926, 2756, 2989, 3061, 3073, 3072, 3095, 3098, 3201, 2667, 2296, 2927, 2357,
2374, 4217, 4291, 2560, 2614, 2555, 2936]. Level [3115, 3022, 3180, 3458, 4202,
2290, 2897, 2819, 3301, 2648, 2583, 2911, 3241, 2527, 2596, 2767, 2927, 3051,
3097, 2851, 2840, 2843, 3107, 2385, 2386, 2458, 2486, 2659, 2485, 2593, 2949,
2829, 3011, 3203, 3298, 3365, 3283, 3235, 2439, 2403, 2334, 2375, 2522, 2715,
2774, 2858, 3029, 3124, 2966, 3313, 4210, 4225, 2868, 4206, 2411, 3072, 2544,
3376, 2585, 3154, 2795, 2955, 2865, 3116, 3384, 2311, 2356, 2471, 2350, 2459,
2615, 2679, 2545, 2495, 2658, 2600, 2565, 2564, 2508, 2662, 2490, 2498, 2912,
2857, 2870, 2742, 2707, 2751, 2904, 2770, 2856, 2727, 3091, 2981]. Level
[3089, 3056, 3017, 3037, 3133, 3010, 3229, 3237, 3261, 3167, 3195, 3171, 3403,
3406, 3412, 3320, 3383, 3462, 3425, 4182, 4184, 4191, 4221, 2293, 2320, 2412,
| Level   | 3444, 2941, 2504, 2621, 2907, 3075, 3152, 3168, 2735, 2790, 2937, 2872, 2755, 3139, 3192, 3302, 3448, 2906, 2766, 2341, 2342, 2421, 2563, 2494, 2792, 2878, 2847, 3083, 3105, 2992, 3245, 3165, 3257, 2791, 2841, 2541, 2533, 2655, 2301, 2392, 3040, 3004, 2999, 2561, 2687, 2845, 3036, 2901, 2806, 2930, 3047, 3009, 3117, 2684, 4190, 4198, 2294, 2394, 2529, 2625, 2537, 2777, 2794, 2776, 3118, 2965, 3181, 3279, 3280, 3177, 3343, 3344, 3450, 3452, 3451, 4204, 4203, 4222, 2702, 2693, 2302, 2366, 2429, 2567, 2542, 2660, 2800, 2954, 2944, 3054, 3204, 3323, 3407, 2601, 2887, 3126, 2979, 3205, 4196, 3184, 3374, 2396, 3024, 2771, 2844, 2724, 3050, 3392, 3135, 2898, 2562, 3034, 3071, 3235, 3169, 3303, 3398, 2431, 2524, 2716, 3273, 2891, 3121, 3363, 3399, 3128, 3018, 3274, 3227, 3200, 2365, 2353, 2523, 2817, 3382, 2703, 3114, 3108, 3202, 3269, 3277, 3401, 3080, 3005, 2437, 2343, 2714, 2808, 3354, 3230, 3210, 2473, 2430, 2691, 3345, 3415, 3446, 3445, 4186, 2292, 2371, 2435, 2623, 2539, 3100, 2367, 2351, 2379, 2461, 2474, 2354, 2476, 2438, 2616, 2644, 2493, 2525, 2889, 2902, 2863, 3263, 3283, 3187, 3186, 3182, 3340, 3423, 3457, 3454, 3460, 2299, 2682, 2505, 2526, 3026, 3424, 3189, 2355, 2565, 2680, 3015, 2692, 2950, 2797, 3162, 3447, 2688, 2916, 2881, 2929, 2748, 2738, 2923, 2933, 2864, 3078, 2983, 3208, 3206, 2288, 2466, 2594, 2497, 2899, 2773, 3428, 2309, 2465, 2464, 2671, 2584, 2753, 3140, 2973, 3058, 3246, 3367, 3027, 3030, 2395, 2455, 2427, 2517, 2647, 2543, 2518, 2649, 2653, 2685, 2499, 2512, 2743, 2739, 2803, 2940, 2884, 2946, 3084, 3145, 3031, 2998, 3259, 3232, 3307, 3351, 3449, 3432, 4200, 4205, 4224, 3049, 3231, 3234, 3243, 3304, 3299, 3065, 3271, 2587, 2622, 3430, 3125, 3216, 3218, 3305, 3310, 2976, 3006, 3053, 2839, 2908, 2681, 2689, 2713, 2744, 2873, 2875, 2729, 2824, 2914, 2821, 2855, 2935, 2818, 2890, 2903, 2869, 2972, 3155, 3000, 3045, 3090, 2971, 2985, 3019, 3070, 3248, 3166, 3282, 3316, 2652, 3276, 3272, 3103, 2460, 2664, 2877, 3240, 3311, 555, 2295, 2467, 2434, 2449, 2651, 2778, 3106, 2332, 2472, 2432, 2487, 2784, 2712, 3127, 3033, 3012, 3086, 4197, 3209, 3213, 3214, 2415, 2595, 2815, 3094, 3332, 4201, 4223, 4218, 2780, 2624, 2835, 2874, 2924, 2837, 2834, 2760, 2876, 2750, 2880, 3062, 3066, 3002, 3119, 2997, 3063, 3172, 3409, 4189, 3156, 2393,
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Non-additive [626]. non-classical [2048]. non-computable [2033].
Non-crystalline [3255, 1254, 506]. non-destructive [2033].
Non-diffracting [3370]. Non-Equilibrium [2290, 2824, 2369, 2406, 2219, 3038, 2296, 1241, 1247, 2838, 1229, 2443, 2057, 3139, 3038, 3370, 3843, 2622, 2759, 2540]. nonadditive [3221]. Nonautonomous [3340].
Noncircular [2766]. Nonequilibrium [3132, 2416, 3820, 3090, 3831].
Notebook [3343]. Notes [2886, 583, 2760, 2846, 3772, 3491, 295, 3836].
Nothing [1263, 2264, 4194, 2263, 2426]. Notice [2111, 1962, 2139, 2324].
Numerical [2781, 2757, 1310, 2976, 3185, 2956, 4108, 2223, 2794, 2649, 2653, 3483].
Nunes [3122, 2566, 3712]. nutshell [3625, 1100, 3972, 3155, 2978, 2666, 3769, 4131, 3621]. NY [4206, 3459, 3421]. Nyiri [3218, 2822].


Obituary [796, 899, 976, 2324]. Objectives [237].

Observations [574, 604, 1714, 1472]. Observer [3035, 3160].

One-body [1022, 1092, 3102, 2466, 2822, 3102, 2191]. Opponents [3363]. Opportunities [1905, 3267, 3418, 3331, 3465, 4186].


122, 4150, 3486, 3735, 304, 347, 2931, 3065, 2556, 2536, 4189, 3449. 

Processing [2975, 2766, 1177, 2107, 3548, 3351, 2055, 4216, 2147, 2636]. 

processive [2123]. produced [1047]. producing [1792]. production 

[4050, 3008, 2123]. professional [2350, 2347, 2351, 2461, 2354, 389, 3228, 2888]. 

professionals [2889, 2877]. professional. [4114]. Professor 

[3574, 1057, 4161, 766, 899, 1757, 3512, 1205]. profile [3856]. program 

[3776]. programmable [862]. programme [1699, 1029, 1325]. programmes [3206]. 

programming [3660]. Progress 


[4108]. Project [3938, 843, 833, 3529, 869, 4171]. projects 

[479, 3800, 2899]. Prokof’ev [3460]. prologue [801]. 

Propagation [2820, 2300, 3058, 2482, 3765]. Properties 


[947, 3904, 1081]. Prost [2527, 2596]. protein. [600, 630, 2189]. proteins 

[2123]. protocols [2235]. Proton [839, 1706, 115]. Pruessner 


[769, 3267, 1607, 1559, 1111]. pulse [2731]. Pulsed [3373, 867, 1414]. pulses 

[2220, 1863, 2847]. Pumped [2783, 1528]. pumping [1240, 1079]. Purcell 


Quantics [1524]. quantisation [3851]. Quantitative 

[1759, 285, 2844, 4224, 3565]. Quantization [3217, 1257, 2419]. Quantized 

[2686, 2524]. quants [2047]. Quantum 

[2686, 3368, 2829, 2346, 1750, 2296, 2297, 2374, 2936, 3022, 3180, 2897, 2819, 516, 1317, 1469, 3029, 2425, 2184, 2585, 2471, 2448, 2495, 2856, 3089, 3056, 3133, 3320, 2945, 2901, 2948, 2995, 1250, 1935, 4240, 2636, 3223, 2328, 3296, 819, 2984, 3493, 2217, 3076, 2421, 2847, 3165, 1888, 2090, 2655, 2999, 2561, 2687, 2845, 1966, 1401, 325, 2286, 4255, 1899, 2601, 2979, 1692, 3190, 2235, 4258, 2348, 2678, 2746, 3046, 3163, 3287, 3405, 2054, 2268, 3374, 3906, 3024, 3034, 3303, 2431, 2716, 3399, 1066, 3114, 3108, 3401, 1171, 3230, 3210, 2371, 2483, 2525, 3189, 2234, 2692, 2797, 4087]. Quantum 

[2933, 2864, 2899, 3966, 3972, 2946, 1030, 3125, 2694, 2681, 2744, 2875, 2935,
2933, 3428, 2753, 3084, 3351, 3234, 3299, 3271, 2694, 2796, 2908, 3276, 2778, 3106, 4223, 4218, 3066, 3002, 3239, 4208, 2717.\textit{readership}
[2496, 2814, 2895, 3197, 3225, 3461, 3441, 2532, 2582, 2589, 2588, 2938, 2913, 3048, 3151, 3149, 3281, 4086, 4218, 3066, 3002, 3239, 4208, 2717.\textit{readership}

\textit{Realistic} [3300, 3232].

\textit{Reasoning} [2518]. \textit{Rebases} [834]. \textit{Recami} [4113, 3370]. \textit{Received} [931, 2052, 2066, 461, 474, 481, 489, 497, 504, 513, 520, 528, 534, 541, 548, 556, 563, 576, 586, 592, 598, 606, 613, 621, 628, 635, 642, 650, 655, 661, 669, 674, 682, 689, 696, 703, 709, 714, 721, 727, 734, 742, 751, 757, 767, 774, 780, 787, 795, 804, 813, 822, 829, 836, 842, 852, 859, 870, 877, 883, 889, 898, 904, 905, 921, 940, 958, 967, 975, 987, 997, 1005, 1033, 1044, 1018, 1025, 1052, 1062, 1072, 1078, 1088, 1095, 1103, 1110, 1116, 1126, 1135, 1142]. \textit{received}
[1148, 1159, 1168, 1174, 1185, 1196, 1201, 1209, 1223, 1231, 1239, 1246, 1253, 1261, 1267, 1275, 1281, 1287, 1294, 1300, 1307, 1313, 1322, 1331, 1338, 1346, 1354, 1362, 1369, 1377, 1384, 1390, 1398, 1404, 1411, 1418, 1426, 1433, 1440, 1448, 1456, 1463, 1471, 1478, 1485, 1493, 1500, 1509, 1514, 1520, 1526, 1534, 1540, 1549, 1557, 1568, 1577, 1586, 1593, 1599, 1605, 1613, 1620, 1626, 1633, 1639, 1646, 1655, 1663, 1669, 1676, 1683, 1690, 1696, 1702, 1710, 1719, 1725, 1733, 1740, 1747, 1756, 1772, 1780, 1785, 1790, 1795, 1803]. \textit{received}

\textit{reconstruction} [615]. \textit{record} [118]. \textit{recording} [928]. \textit{recovery} [914].

\textit{Recreational} [2420]. \textit{rectangular} [240]. \textit{rectifier} [201]. \textit{Recycling} [1140].

\textit{red} [4010, 495, 1182, 3865, 204, 210, 135, 258, 4090]. \textit{Rédai} [3247]. \textit{Redner} [2619]. \textit{redshift} [3861]. \textit{reduced} [3645]. \textit{reduction} [3466]. \textit{Reed} [4142, 4171, 1887]. \textit{Rees} [3231]. \textit{Reference}
[2727, 4120, 4106, 3395, 3393, 3368, 2433, 2463, 2357, 125, 2565, 2751, 2757, 3038, 3095, 2672, 2838, 2853, 2785, 3194, 3179, 3353, 3408, 2764, 3207, 3092, 3168, 4084, 1068, 3083, 4173, 2687, 4072, 4190, 2394, 2366, 2567, 2954, 3407, 3126, 3427, 3455, 2372, 3312, 3143, 3233, 2523, 3269, 2437, 3230, 3446, 2292, 2299, 2526, 2309, 2465, 2464, 2584, 3246, 3367, 3030, 2647, 3449, 4205, 2587, 3430, 2332, 2784, 3127, 3033, 3012, 3086, 4122, 3213, 2415, 4223, 2835, 2837, 3062, 3119, 3156, 2581, 3183, 3347, 2607, 2556, 2705, 2722, 2695, 4071, 4166, 2759, 2725, 2557, 4199, 2805, 3481]. \textit{reference} [2718, 2468, 2501, 2349, 2807, 2654, 3087, 2669, 2388, 2871, 3170, 3484, 2752, 2769, 4174].

\textit{reference/textbook} [2357]. \textit{reflection} [212]. \textit{Reflections}
[1778, 1808, 2984, 1819, 3918, 1117, 2311, 2535, 3909]. \textit{refraction}
Richardson [3644]. Richmond [3248]. riddle [3336]. Ridges [3454].
Rieke [3049]. Rift [879]. rigid [4231]. Riley [3212, 3193, 4084, 3027]. Ring
[2047, 1067, 1068]. Risto [2804]. rivalries [410]. Rivalry [2980]. river [1873].
Rivier [2259]. Rivkin [4054]. Road [3088, 2854, 348, 3954, 3473]. Rob
[3614]. Robins [293, 292]. Robert [3211, 3692, 3102, 1092, 3436, 3312, 3374,
4266, 2499, 3486, 2664, 2778, 2595, 2611, 2589, 2638, 3285, 3701, 3178, 1092].
Roberto [3557, 3132]. Roberts [3789]. Robin [3112]. Robinson [3539].
robust [3328]. Roche [4081, 3265]. Rochester [137]. rock [3463]. Rocket
[3541]. Rogel-Salazar [3541]. Roger [4184, 4190, 3381, 3636, 4176]. Rogers
Role [1595, 710, 2252, 324, 4155, 525, 3358, 1677, 572, 1987, 2236, 3357, 2251].
ROM [3276, 3314]. Roman [3164]. Romatschke [4168]. Roming [3039].
Romo [4170]. Ron [2470]. Ronald [2829, 3429, 2874, 2632, 3085]. Ronde
[2304]. Rotating [2501, 652, 984, 229, 3867, 2941]. Rotation
[284, 2501, 1191]. rotations [1735, 4231]. Roth [2779]. rotons [1955].
Rottwitt [3619]. rough [1215]. roughness [1023]. Rouven [4028]. Rovelli
[4182, 2298]. Rowan [2517, 3151]. Rowan-Robinson [3151]. Rowe [2816].
Rowlands [4144, 3261, 3587]. Roy [3203, 3708]. Royal
[253, 811, 2506, 194, 64, 397, 53, 394, 261, 186, 214, 276, 350]. Rozelot
[2501, 2898]. Rubakov [4008, 2815]. Rubber [588, 3359, 6]. Rubin [3040]. Ruda
[2372]. rudiments [1524]. Rudolf [3072, 4017, 3015, 1711]. Rudolph
[3627, 2472, 3059]. Russenschuck [2757]. Russian [100, 4124]. Russo [3814].
[4058]. Ryan [2874, 2620, 3815]. Rydberg [2253, 1518, 1541, 916, 712, 2254].
Ryder [4118]. Ryden [3723]. Ryutin [3593]. Ryutov [3957].

S [2502, 4110, 3470, 2893, 1191, 3506, 2386, 2485, 3203, 2439, 2403, 4055,
425, 3644, 2770, 2727, 3945, 4184, 3123, 3744, 2838, 2779, 2626, 3168, 2872,
2342, 3793, 4190, 2394, 4162, 2366, 2429, 2567, 4001, 4044, 3297, 3057, 3074,
2996, 3477, 3668, 3709, 3993, 4048, 4015, 2674, 2609, 2372, 2348, 2678, 2251,
2249, 2333, 3258, 2335, 2379, 2355, 2688, 2881, 2738, 4159, 2899, 2773, 3768,
3770, 3140, 2649, 2803, 3533, 2818, 3045, 3019, 4019, 4121, 3718, 2815, 2633,
2874, 4036, 4054, 2393, 3604, 2728, 3811, 3132, 3995, 3014, 3760, 2557, 2322,
2317, 3566, 3536, 3596, 4063, 3702, 2540, 2424]. S
[2398, 2609, 2599, 2413, 2591, 2663, 2885, 2934, 2969, 3041, 3684, 4067, 4176,
3676, 3761, 2345, 2041, 2547, 2967, 1146, 3633, 3714, 2450]. S.-H [2355]. S.-I
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[3671]. Second [3201, 3875, 3274, 3234, 3065, 3863, 3255, 3458, 1721, 4201, 13, 61, 133, 3645, 1916, 3475, 3581, 4279, 2614]. second-order [13, 61, 2614].
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